
 

JOY SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLSM:JABALPUR 

CLASS-X 

SUBJECT-ENGLISH 

 

THE PAPER IS DIVIDED INTO THREE SECTIONS 

SECTION : A - READING   (20 MARKS) 

SECTION : B - WRITING + GRAMMAR (30 MARKS) 

SECTION : C - LITERATURE  (30 MARKS) 

 

SOME USEFUL TIPS FOR ATTEMPTING EACH SECTION: 

SECTION-A 

(READING) 

How to attempt the passages: (2)      12 + 8 = 20 

1.  Read the passage carefully. 

2.  Read through the questions. 

3.  Learn to read between the lines and look for their inner meaning. 

4. Most answers are present in the passage. However the questions are framed sometimes 

deliberately to confuse you. Be careful. 

5.  Use precise and correct words to express your answer. 

6.  Try to guess the contextual meaning of words for locating the exact words in the passage. 

7. Not necessarily the sequence of questions matches the sequence in the passage. Understand the 

question well and then answer. 

8.  Adopt the reading strategies: Skimming and scanning 
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SECTION-B 

(WRITING) 

LETTER-WRITING-         8 Marks 

FORMAT - 1 MARK  CONTENT - 4 MARKS 

ACCURACY - 1.5 MARKS  FLUENCY - 1.5 MARKS 

NOTE: NO MARKS WILL BE AWARDED IF ONLY THE FORMAT IS GIVEN. 

1.  SENDER‟S ADDRESS 

2.  DATE 

3.  RECEIVER‟S ADDRESS 

4.  SUBJECT 

5.  SALUTATION  

6.  COMPLIMENTARY CLOSE 

  YOURS SINCERELY / TRULY 

  (FULL NAME) 

 

STORY-WRITING-          10 Marks 

TITLE  - 1 MARK  CONTENT - 4 MARKS 

ACCURACY - 2.5 MARKS  FLUENCY - 2.5 MARKS 

 

CONTENTS OF A GOOD STORY 

1. Write a catchy first paragraph. 

2. Develop your characters. 

3. Choose a view point. 

4. Use setting and context – setting includes the time, location, context and atmosphere 

where the plot takes place. 

5. Set up a plot – A plot is a series of events deliberately arranged so as to reveal their 

dramatic, thematic and emotional significance. 
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6. Create conflict and tension – Conflict produces tension that begins the story. Tension is 

created by opposition between the characters; internal or external forces or condition. 

7.  Build a climax – turning point of the story. 

8.  Find a resolution – the solution to the climax. 

9.  It is very important to have a good beginning and proper ending.  

10.  The story needs to be original and give a catchy title. 

 

SAMPLE EDITORIAL LETTERS 

 

1 .Write a letter to the editor of the national daily suggesting how the educational curriculum can 

be made more flexible  and relevant to the changing economy and environment. You are  

Rakhi /Raj a student of ABC School,  Pune . 

17 SNEH NAGAR 

PUNE 

FEBUARY 8, 2020 

THE EDITOR 

THE HINDUSTAN TIMES 

NEW DELHI 

SUB:  MAKING EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM FLEXIBLE AND RELEVANT 

SIR 

Through the columns of your esteemed newspaper , I wish to highlight that our education curriculum 

doesn‟t meet the requirements of the changing economy and environment. 

It is quite unfortunate that education and schooling have become so uninteresting and boring. The 

children are treated  like machines and fed on mere facts. The curriculum lacks flexibility and 

relevance. Such a static and stagnant education system can‟t meet the requirements of liberalization 

and globalization . the whole system and curriculum need to be reconstructed. 

Instead of producing clerks and civil servants, it must aim to produce better managers, bankers, 

technocrats and scientists. Those who prepare the educational curriculum must remember that their 

aim must be to produce harmonious personalities. Our education must produce such enlightened 

and talented young men who may face the challenges of the changing economy and environment. 

I hope this letter of mine awakens the educationalists and some reforms be brought in the education 

curriculum so that our learners personality undergo a change. 
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YOURS TRULY 

RAJ KAPOOR 

   2.  You are Aamir/ Archana of Begusarai, Hyderabad. You are not happy with the sanitary conditions of 

your locality. Write a letter to the editor of a local daily showing your deep concern and dismay at the 

pitiable condition of your area. 

12  BEGUSARAI 

HYDERABAD 

February 11, 2020 

THE EDITOR 

DAINIK BHASKAR 

HYDERABAD 

SUB:  DEPLORABLE SANITARY CONDITIONS. 

SIR 

Through the column of your reputed daily, I wish to throw light on the insanitary conditions prevailing in 

my locality, Begusarai, Hyderabad. The area is hardly suitable for human habitation. 

To begin with , the number of sweepers employed in the area don‟t meet the demands of the residents. 

As a result of which heaps of garbage are piled up in the lanes. The drains are open and hence they 

get blocked very often. Waterlogging is another serious problem of the area. Water starts stagnating 

and becomes a breeding ground for mosquitoes and other insects. During the summer and the rainy 

season , the residents suffer from water-borne diseases like cholera, malaria and dysentery. 

To combat with such situations, the number of sweepers must be increased. Waterlogging demands 

prompt action and attention. All such steps will surely improve the unhygienic conditions of the area 

and make it a pleasant place to live in. 

I hope this letter acts as an eye-opener and appropriate steps might be taken. 

YOURS FAITHFULLY 

ARCHANA SHARMA 

 

3. You are Raghav/ Ragini . You feel that your state of Rajasthan has a tremendous potential to attract 

tourists, particularly international tourists. Write a letter to the editor of the national daily suggesting 

ways to improve facilities for tourists to the state. 

6 CIVIL LINES 

JAIPUR 

THE EDITOR 

THE HINDUSTAN TIMES 

   JAIPUR 

SUB: RAJASTHAN „S TREMENDOUS POTENTIAL FOR TOURISTS 
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SIR 

Through the column of your esteemed newspaper, I wish to throw some light on the untapped potentiality 

for tourists in Rajasthan. 

It is quite unfortunate that , India, has not been able to exploit its rich cultural heritage and diversity to its 

advantage. Even small countries like Thailand and Malaysia attract more international tourists than 

India. Our state, Rajasthan, is a major  attraction for international tourists. But lack of basic 

infrastructure and facilities hampers the promotion of tourism in India. 

Rajasthan has a rich history and cultural heritage. Its forts , palaces, deserts, lakes and national parks 

have lots of potentialities and attractions for all kinds of tourists. Every tourist wants a pleasant and 

comfortable stay. No doubt , Jaipur and Udaipur can boast of some hotels that match with the best in  

the world. But their number is too less. More hotels are required to cater to the needs of the budget 

tourists. Touts and greedy travel agents defame the state. Safety and freedom are the basic 

requirements for the promotion of tourism in the state. 

I hope the tourism department will look into the loopholes and take necessary steps to attract tourists: 

national and international to our beautiful state and enhance the economy of the state. 

YOURS TRULY 

RAGINI GUPTA  

SAMPLE BUSINESS LETTERS 

PLACING ORDER 

1.You are A.K AGRAWAL, General Manager, Agrawal Enterprises, Indore. You need various 

items of furniture and stationery for your newly constructed head office. Write a letter to 

Kuber Official Works, Indore placing a bulk order for the supply giving all details of the items 

ordered. 

AGRAWAL ENTERPRISES 

INDORE 

FEBRUARY 12,2020 

THE GENERAL MANAGER 

KUBER OFFICIAL WORKS 

INDORE 

SUB: ORDER FOR FURNITURE AND STATIONERY FOR THE OFFICE 

SIR 

We have to furnish our newly constructed head office and its rooms in Civil Lines, Indore . We 

had demanded quotations from various firms that supply furniture and related items for 

offices. We are approving the quotations sent by you as they suit us. Hence we have 
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decided to place a bulk order for the supply of furniture stationery and other items with you 

for our office.  

The details are furnished below: 

   

S.NO PARTICULARS QTY 

1. TABLES 6‟*4‟ (TEAK) 20 

2. BENCHES 7‟*3‟  (SAL) 25 

3. CHAIRS (rotating steel) 20 

4. ALMIRAHS (steel) 20 

5. BOARDS 15 

6. INK PADS 100 

7. CARBONS 100 boxes 

Kindly send all the items in their proper sizes, specifications and conditions. 

Yours sincerely 

A.R. AGRAWAL 

(GENERAL MANAGER) 

2. You are Laxman/ Laxmi ,the head librarian of Manavsthali School, Vellore. Write a letter to 

Janta Book Depot, Vellore placing order for books needed for the school library. You can 

invent  your own details. 

MANAVSTHALI SCHOOL 

VELLORE 

FERUARY 12, 2020 

THE SALES  MANAGER 

JANTA BOOK DEPOT 

VELLORE 

SUB: ORDER FOR BOOKS 

SIR 

We received the  quotations sent by  you regarding the purchase of books for the school library. 

We are glad to inform you that we have found your quotations acceptable to us. We 

welcome the 20% discount that you are providing on the books in general. However , we 
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would expect a special discount that some dealers are providing on the bulk purchases of 

the educational institutions. 

The list of books with their particulars are attached with: 

S.NO NAME AUTHOR/ 

PUBLISHER 

COPIES 

REQUIRED 

1. ARABIAN NIGHTS PENGUIN 40 

2. FABLES PENGUIN 40 

3. FAIRY TALES HARPER AND 

COLLINS 

50 

4. GRAMMAR PRACTICE ARYA 

PUBLISHERS 

60 

5. PREMCHAND KI KAHANIYAN RUPA AND 

COMPANY 

30 

6. HIGH CLASS CHEMISTRY MANJEET 

SINGH 

20 

7. MATHS R.D.SHARMA -10 M.L.SONI 40 

8. ATLAS KUNDRA 30 

9. WONDER THAT WAS INDIA  BAWA 30 

10. ANCIENT HISTORY KUNDRA AND 

BAWA 

40 

11. NIRALA R.B.SHARMA 20 

Please ensure that the books are of latest editions and delivered in proper shape and condition. 

YOURS TRULY 

LAXMI PILLAI 

(LIBRARIAN) 

LETTER OF ENQUIRY 

1.You are A.R.DALMIA ,incharge of the Physical Education Department of your school. You 

need various items of sports for the department . Write a letter to M/ S  Jagbir Singh & Sons, 
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a well known supplier of sports goods , Jalandar enquiring him about the rates of each item 

and the maximum discount that they can offer to you. 

ABC SCHOOL 

AMBALA 

February 12, 2020 

M/ S JAGBIR SINGH &SONS 

JALANDAR 

SUB: ENQUIRING ABOUT RATES AND DISCOUNT 

SIR 

We are old customers of yours and need no introduction. Being a leading supplier of sports 

goods, we can expect the best quality of goods at competitive rates. As we are placing a 

bulk order with you, we want to enquire at what rates you can supply each item of different 

sports. The likely number of items with their details to be purchased are attached here. 

Kindly study them thoroughly and give the lowest quotations at which you can supply the 

desired goods. 

Let us remind you that you have been giving us 20% flat discount on various items. As we are 

an educational institution, we would expect a special discount that dealers generally give to 

such institutions. 

Kindly do the needful and furnish all the details regarding the inquiries at the earliest. 

YOURS TRULY 

A.R.DALMIA 

(IN-CHARGE, DEPTT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION)      

2.You are Rita/ Rajiv of Nasik. As the teacher-in-charge of an excursion party that your school is 

sending on an educational tour to Ajanta and Ellora Caves during the Christmas vacation, 

write a letterof enquiry to Happy Tours and Travels, Nasik seeking information regarding 

transport, accommodation etc. 

XYZ SCHOOL 

NASIK 

February 13, 2020 

THE MANAGER 

HAPPY TOURS AND TRAVELS 

NASIK 

SUB: SEEKING INFORMATION REGARDING TRANSPORT, ACCOMODATION. 
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SIR 

Our school is planning an educational tour of students and teachers to the world famous caves 

of Ajanta and Ellora. The tour party will consist of 20 senior students , two teachers and a 

peon. We would appreciate if you provide us the specific information regarding the following 

details at the earliest: 

1.Type of transport to be provided 

2.Rates for AC and NON-AC coaches 

3.Rates for budget- accommodation 

4.Rates for dormitory accommodation if any 

5.Separate two rooms for teachers and the peon. 

The itinerary is as follows: 

December 20- Departure from Nasik 

December 25- Back to Nasik 

We expect complete transparency . no hidden charges please. Any other details regarding the 

educational tour will be appreciated. 

YOURS SINCERELY 

RITA PANDEY 

LETTER OF COMPLAINT 

1.You are Sujal/ Sujata of ST.JOSEPH‟S CONVENT, MUMBAI who had arranged a trip for 50 

students to Nainital during summer vacation for 10 days with MOUNT TRAVELS AND 

TOURISM. The arrangements done by the travel agency were far below standard. The 

accommodation and food facilities were inferior in quality. Write a letter to the director of the 

agency to stop duping tourists with false promises at it tarnishes the image of the locals. 

ST.JOSEPH‟S CONVENT 

MUMBAI 

 February 13, 2020  

THE DIRECTOR 

MOUNT TRAVELS AND TOURISM 

MUMBAI 

SUB: INFERIOR  QUALITY OF FOOD AND ACCOMODATION 

SIR 

I feel constrained to express my displeasure and resentment at inferior arrangements made 

during our tour to Nainital in summer vacation. Our tour was of ten days and arrangements 
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done by your travel agency  was sub- standard. When we came back home , most of the 

students fell ill and were unable to attend the classes. During our negotiation for tour , 

following promises were made: 

1. Stay in good hotel 

2. Food at a good restaurant 

As above promises were not kept, we were put up in a lodge and were forced to eat local food. 

As a result , many of the students fell ill.  

We feel cheated by your agency which resulted in not only financial loss but also we suffered 

ailments.  You are requested to stop cheating the local people as it tarnishes your image. 

YOURS SINCERELY 

SUJAL ASATI 

2.You are Anuradha/  Anirudh , the headboy/ headgirl of SWAMI VIVEKANANDA 

SR.SEC.SCHOOL, PATNA. You are distressed at the unhygienic conditions of the school 

washrooms. Write a letter to the principal of your school complaining her of this unfortunate 

situation. Also give suggestions to improve the condition. 

February 13,2020 

THE PRINCIPAL 

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA SR. SEC. SCHOOL 

PATNA 

MADAM 

On behalf of all the students , I wish to bring to your kind notice the condition of unhygienic 

conditions of the washrooms of the institution. Not only the washrooms but also the 

classrooms remain dusty and dirty for days together. The washrooms stink badly and it 

seems they have not been cleaned from a long time. It takes immense courage to use them.  

The flushing system needs immediate repair  as due to it nauseating odour is emitted. Even the 

classrooms stinks due to its non-maintanence. A dust of layer gathers over the desk and 

benches. To sum up, such unhygienic conditions are antonym to such reputed institution. 

They bring a bad name to the institution.  

I hope that you would look into the matter and prompt action initiated to improve the 

deteriorating conditions 

YOURS SINCERELY 

ANURADHA PATEL 

(HEAD- GIRL)  
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GRAMMAR- 

Every question carries 4 marks. 1 mark will be awarded for each correct answer. 

 

GRAMMAR EXERCISES 

FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH SUITABLE WORDS: 

1.FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH SUITABLE WORDS: 

Butterflies are abundant (i)………..……..the Central African Republic . it (b)………………home 

to nearly 600 identified species. Many butterflies are brilliantly coloured and small 

(c)………………some are as big as saucers. Farmer Phillipe (d)………………. Solace in 

collecting butterfly wings from his fields and turning them into works of art. My favourite 

hobby, since my childhood is (e)………………butterflies. 

(i)in, from, for, into 

(ii)has, is, was, are 

(iii)if, therefore so, while 

(iv)find, to find, finding, finds 

(v)catch, caught, catching, has been catching 

2.Yesterday , a rich woman from West Bengal(a)……………………to Delhi to buy jewellery. She 

was sitting outside (b)…………………jewellery shop. Suddenly two young boys came there 

(c)………………….snatched the chain that she was(d)……………… She called the 

police(e)………………….the snatchers had run away. 

(i)come, comes, came, coming 

(ii)a, an, the, some 

(iii)and , or,  but, how. 

(iv)wear, wore, wears, wearing 

(v)so, because, but, only.      

3.He smelled so bad(a)………………none of  (b)……………other  little woodland creatures 

would play  (c)………………him. She looked at him solemnly. Roger (d)………………..all 

humiliations (e)………………..his own childhood. 

(i)as, that, which, what 

(ii) the, with the, for the, of the 

(iii) for, at, with, of 
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(iv) will remember, has remembered, remembers, remembered 

(v) for, at, of, from 

4.Too  much discipline can become inhibitive(a)……………….the point that creative energy 

(b)……………………find any outlet. It cannot (c)…………………that discipline is of utmost  

importance (d)……………….school. unfortunately , discipline enforced blindly often 

(e)………………more harm than good. 

(i) for, at, on, to 

(ii) didn‟t, doesn‟t, won‟t, ain‟t 

(iii) deny denied, be denied be denying 

(iv) in, for, from, of 

(v) do, does, doing, is doing 

ERROR CORRECTION 

 

                                   INCORRECT                       CORRECT 

1.In  the prisoner‟s room a candle is     . ……………………                …………………. 

burning dimly. A prisoner himself      ………………………                 …………………. 

sat by the table. Only him back,          ……………………                …………………….. 

the hair by his head, and his                ……………………                  …………………… 

hands are visible from outside            …………………….                ……………………… 

through any window.                            ……………………..                 …………………….. 

 

2.William  Wordsworth is born in 1770 and          ………………….        ………………. 

helped developed a new literary movement         …………………        ……………….. 

called Romanticism, which saw a new focus in      …………………        ………………… 

nature and emotion. Famous penning the                ……………….          ……………… 

words “ I wandered lonely like a cloud”                   …………………..        …………….. 

Wordsworth is the most strongly associate with      …………………        …………….. 

the  lake district of England. 

3.You may have forget your own                                 ………………..        …………….. 

Voice long before. You were never gave                      ………………        ……………… 

Freedom enough to voice you opinions.                         …………….        ……………… 

You was always taught obedience, to                                …………..       …………………. 

Say „yes‟ for everything that your elders                        ………………..       ……………….. 
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were said to you.                                                                  ………………       ………………….  

4.Today, democracy is often assume to                          ………………….     …………….. 

Be a liberal form at governance, a                                       ………………      ……………… 

form of representative democracy when the              …………….      …………….. 

ability of elect representatives and the                        …………….       ……………. 

will of the majority to exercising decision                   …………….       …………….. 

making power are subject to the rule of law.              ……………..     ………………. 

REARRANGE THE WORDS TO FORM MEANINGFUL SENTENCES:    

1.the/ keep/ fit/ exercise/ oneself/ to/ is/ key 

2. into/ can/ exercise/ activity/ incorporate/ any/ one 

3. combined/ must/ diet/ proper/ with/ a/ exercise/ be 

4. exercise/ the/ keeps/ metabolism/ intact 

5. makes/ it/ us/ and/ healthy/ strong 

6. healthy/ person/ germs/ a/ carry/ may/ of/ in/ body/ typhoid/ his/ cholera/ dysentery/ etc 

7. person/ does not/ such/ usually/ a/ disease/ suffer/ the/ from 

8. people/ however/ who/ into contact/ carrier/ come/ with/ are/ the / catching/ danger/ the/ 

disease/ in/ of 

8. We/ avoid/ contacts/ all/ such/ affected/ the/ with/ person/ should 

9. take/ of/ care/ we/ should/ health/ our 

10. algebra/ and/ a week/ me/ geometry/ twice/ he taught 

11. very/ poor/ subjects/ I was/ in/ these/ earlier 

12. very/ now/ proficient/ have become/ in them/ I 

13. I/ much/ owe/ him/ to/ this/ for/ change 

14. boy/ as/ even/ was/ fearless/ and/  Alexander/ strong/ a 

15. a/ horse/ spirited/ he/ and/  beautiful/ tamed 

16. his/ his/ power/ father/ the/ over/ proud/ horse/ was/ of/ very 

17. he/ proved/ was/ his/ of/ so 

18. he/ became/ greatest/ conqueror/ the/ the world/ of/ later on 

19. has/ too/ educational/ cinema/ value/ an 

20. the/ the/ people/ of/ influence/ it/ mind/ a/ deep/ exercises/ upon  

OMISSION OF WORDS 

BEFORE   MISSING   AFTER 

1.Success comes those who try and never                            ………     ………    ………  
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tire. To a winner , one has to learn to                                 ……….     ……….     ……… 

strive perseverance, courage and determination.               ……….     ………..  ………   

Success cannot be achieved a day. The road                     ………..     ………..   …….. 

to success is not easy one. It is narrow,                                 …………    …………   …….     

rough, patchy, long and full hurdles and                               ………….   …………    ……… 

obstacles.   

2.After the death of Auranzeb 1707 AD                                ……….   …………   ………..  

His successors unable to hold the Mughal                           ……….    ………..   ………..       

Empire together. When Auranzeb died, three                      ………..   …………  ………… 

Sons fought for throne. Bahadur Shah                                  ………..   ………..   ………..         

Defeated his brothers ascended the                                     ………..    ……….    ……….. 

Throne in 1907 AD. He took name of Shah Alam.                …………..    ………..   ………. 

3.Going a two week holiday could                                        …………      …………  ………. 

boost our immune system help fight                          ……….     ……….     ……… 

infection, suggests scientists found                         ……….     ……….     ……… 

that alternations living space of mice                                    ………   ………   ……… 

dramatically changed white blood                                         ………   ……….   ………. 

cells and made them more prone having a                           ……….    ………..  ………. 

protective inflammatory effect. 

TRANSFORMATION OF SENTENCES 

1.REEMA: Hi Yash! How are you? 

YASH: I am fit and fine. 

REEMA: Where were you yesterday? 

YASH: I went to my maternal uncle‟s home. 

REEMA: Did you have an important piece of work to do? 

YASH: Yes, I had to attend my cousin‟s marriage. 

Reema met Yash and asked him (a)…………………. . Yash  said that (b)………………….. 

and fit. Reema further asked him (c)  …………………… Yash said that (d)…………………. . 

the previous day. Reema asked Yash  (e)……………….. Yash  in affirmative and added he had 

to attend his cousin‟s marriage. 

2.TEACHER: Why didn‟t you complete your homework? 

ANKIT: Ma‟am yesterday I caught a fever. 

TEACHER: How can I believe it? 
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ANKIT: You can ask Arun who is my neighbor. 

TEACHER: Why do you fall ill so frequently. 

The teacher asked Ankit why (a)……………….. . Ankit told the madam that 

(b)…………………….. . The teacher further asked him how (c)……………………….. . 

Ankit asked her that (d)…………………………………. . The teacher asked Ankit 

(e)………………………….. . Ankit  replied that only god knew it and added that he could not 

say anything about it. 

3.REPORTER: Did you expect to get the khel ratna? 

SAKSHI MALLIK: I had never thought I would get the Khel Ratna before getting the Arjuna 

Award. 

REPORTER: Did you expect these awards ? 

SAKSHI MALLIK: No, I didn‟t expect this ? 

REPORTER: What about the next Olympics? 

SAKSHI MALLIK: Only god knows. 

A reporter asked SAKSHI MALLIK if  (a)………………………. .Sakshi said to him that 

(b)……………………………………………..before getting the Arjuna Award. The reporter 

further asked her(c)………………………………………………….. She replied that 

(d)………………………………………………………….. .The reporter asked 

(e)………………………………………………… . Sakshi Mallik  replied that only god knew.   

RULES TO BE FOLLOWED WHILE ATTEMPTING THE TRANSFORMATION OF 

SENTENCES: 

CHANGES IN WORDS : 

This –that 

These – those 

Now –then 

Here –there 

Today –that day 

Tomorrow –the next day 

Yesterday –the day before or the previous day 

Last night –the previous night 

Can –could 

May –might 

Shall – should 
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Will –would 

Ago –before 

Just –then 

Thus –so 

FIRST PERSON PRONOUNS TO BE CHANGED INTO: 

I –HE, SHE,YOU, I 

MY –HIS, HER, YOUR, MY 

ME –HIM, HER YOU, ME 

OUR –THEIR, YOUR, OUR 

US –THEM, YOU, USS 

SECOND PERSON PRONOUNS INTO: 

YOU –HE, THEY, WE, YOU, I 

YOUR –HIS, THEIR, OUR, YOUR, MY 

YOU –HIM, THEM, US, YOU, ME 

          

 


